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Abstract. In our earlier papers we considered two types of vertex neighborhoods but in this
paper we deal mostly with the first one. Let v be a vertex of a graph G. By Nfo), the neighborhood
of the first type, we mean the subgraph of G induced on the set of all vertices adjacent to v.
Let # j be the class of all graphs G of order at least two with the property that for any two
vertices of G, say u and v, we have Nt(u) ^ Nt(v). First we show that for a given positive integer m
there exists a positive integer o(m) such that for every graph G^m* of order m there is a graph G
of order o(m) with G e ^ and a vertex w of G with Nt(w) £ G(m).
Further one can easily verify that for every integer n ^ 7 there exists a locally connected
graph of order n belonging to ^ . It is known that the number of planar graphs belonging to ^
is finite. In the present paper we prove that there are exactly four outerplanar graphs in the class
r
€t (see Fig. 3). In [10] we defined a generalized outerplanar graph as a planar graph which can
be embedded in the plane in such a way that at least one endvertex of each edge lies on the
boundary of the same face. Next result of this paper states that if G is an outerplanar graph of
order at least seven then U is not a generalized outerplanar graph. This statement strenghtens
Theorem 11.12 in [4]. The generalized outerplanarity also allows us to interpose the following
statement between Theorem l l . H and Theorem 11.12 in [4]: Every generalized outerplanar
graph with at least eight vertices has a nonplanar complement, and eight is the smallest such
number. The final section of this paper shows how to use the so-called Ford circles to construct
an infinite graph with the property that all vertex neighborhoods are isomorphic with a two-way
infinite path.
Keywords: Graphs with nonisomorphic vertex neighborhoods, planarity, outerplanarity,
generalized outerplanar graphs, Ford circles.
AMS classification: 05C 10.

I. AUXILIARY CONCEPTS
In this paper we consider undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges.
All graphs except in Section IV are finite. If a graph G is given then the number
of vertices of G is referred to as the order of G. If G t and G2 are isomorphic then we
write Gx — G2. Let G denote the complement of G. As usual, Kn stands for the
complete graph and Kmn for the complete bipartite graph. By a path Pm (m ^ 2)
we mean a tree on m vertices with exactly two vertices of degree one.
A block B of G is said to be cyclic if the order of B is at least three. Otherwise B
is called acyclic. If B contains exactly one cut vertex of G then B is an endblock of G.
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If X is a nonempty subset of the vertex set V(G) then the subgraph <K> induced
by X is the maximal subgraph of G with the vertex set X. If Y is a nonempty subset
of the edge set E(G) then the subgraph <y> induced by Yis the graph whose vertex
set consists of those vertices of G incident with at least one edge of Y and whose edge
set is y(<y> is also called the reduction of G to Y9 see [14]).
If G is a graph with at most n vertices then by Kn — G we mean the subgraph of Kn
obtained by deleting all edges of G0 where G0 is a subgraph of Kn isomorphic with G.
If the order of G is n then obviously Kn — G = G. In what follows it is convenient
to use the union Gx u G2 for the graph having two components Gl9 G2.
Behzad and Chartrand [ l ] called a graph quasiperfect if it has exactly two vertices
u, v of the same degree. The vertices u and v are referred to as exceptional vertices.
Some properties of quasiperfect graphs were described by Mebesky [6], It is known
that for every integer n, n = 2, there exist two quasiperfect graphs of order n, one
of them being connected, the other disconnected. If we denote the connected one
by Dn then the disconnected one is I),.. In Dn the exceptional vertices have degree
[ i n ] where [x] means the integer part of x.
A subset Q of V(G) is independent if no two vertices of Q are adjacent in G. The
maximum value of | g | is called the independence number of G and is denoted by
j8(G). The corresponding set, say Qmax, is called the maximum independent set.
In [11] we showed that

P(Dn) = [K« + 1)] •
If n is even then Qmax of Dn consists of all vertices of degree less than \\n\ and of
one of the exceptional vertices. If n is odd then Gmax consists of all vertices of degree
less than \\n\ and of both exceptional vertices. In what follows we denote the set of
all vertices of Dn not belonging to Qmax by R.
The aim of this paper is to continue the study of local properties of graphs. In [9]
we considered two types of vertex neighborhoods. The first was taken from Zykov
[16]. Let G be a (finite or infinite) graph. If v is a vertex of degree at least 1 in G
then Ni(v), the neighborhood of the first type, is the subgraph induced by the set of
all vertices adjacent to v. If v is isolated then Ni(u) is the empty graph. If u and v are
two vertices of G with Ni(w) =* Ni(i') then u and v are said to be of the same kind.
The neighborhoods of the second type will be considered later.
Lemma 1 which follows describes all neighborhoods Nx(v) of Dn. It is clear that
Ni(v) is uniquely determined by the degree of v so that in Lemma 1 we can write
Ni(i) instead of Ni(f) where i stands for the degree of v. The statement of Lemma 1
actually completes a result of Nebesky [6] where among other things the author
describes the complete subgraphs of Dn.
Lemma 1. If i is the degree of a vertex of Dn, n ^ 2, then the following
tions hold:
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implica-

(i)

l^/gjj]=>JV.(/)SK,

(ii) [Y| < / <i n - 1 => N^i) s Kt -

D2t.n+i.

Proof. We employ induction on n.
First let us prove (i). For n = 2 and n = 3 the statement (i) is obvious. Suppose
that (i) holds for an integer n = 2 and prove it for n + 2. For the vertex of degree 1
in Dn + 2 we obviously have Ni(l) = K±. If we choose a vertex of degree j with
2й)

*ГTÌ

then Ni(j) in D„+2 can be obtained from N^j — 1) in Dn (i.e. from K/-i) by adding
a new vertex and joining it with every vertex in Ni(j — 1). Thus in Dn + 2 we have
-Vi(I) = Kj.
To prove (ii) we proceed as follows. For n -= 3 and n = 4 the implication (ii) is
clear. Assume that the statement holds for an integer n = 3 and prove it for n + 2.
It is obvious that in Dn+2 the neighborhood of the vertex of degree n + 1 is Dn u Kl9
which yields Kn + 1 — D„ + i. This expression can be viewed as K( — D2i-n+1 where
we replace i by n + 1 and n by n + 2. If we choose in Dn+2 a vertex of degree j with

m

<J = л

then its neighborhood Ni(j) in DM+2 arises from N^j — 1) in !)„ (by hypothesis,
this is the graph K/-i — D 2 u-i)-n + i) by adding a new vertex and joining it with
every vertex of Ni(j - l). In Dn + 2 we have
N

l(j)

= Kj " ^ 2 a - l ) - n + l = Kj - D2j-(n + 2)+l •

•

II. GRAPHS WITH NON-ISOMORPHIC NEIGHBORHOODS

In [9] we considered connected graphs G of order at least 2 with the property that
if x and y are two vertices of G then Ni(x) and Ni(y) are not isomorphic. Let (£1
be the class of these graphs. It was shown that for a given integer n there exists a graph
G of order n belonging to (d>1 if and only if n = 6.
Let G0 be a given graph and let G be a graph belonging to c€1 and containing
a vertex x whose neighborhood Ni(x) is isomorphic with G0. The graph G is said to
be the <€^realisation of G0. It is natural to ask whether every graph G0 has a <€1realisation. In what follows it is shown that the answer is affirmative.
Theorem 1. For every positive integer m there exists a positive integer o(m) such
that every graph G{m) of order m has a <&^realisation G of order Q(m).
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Proof. The cases m = 1 and m = 2 are trivial so that we can assume that m
Let w (0 (/ = 1, 2 , . . . , m) be the vertices of G (m \
(a) First let us assume that
(1)

=

3.

GW^K^KJKL

and construct a graph G of order Q{m) = 3m 2 + 1 as follows: Take the graph
-^1(3*.-1)» construct its maximum independent set <2max and put
Qmax = U Q ; ,

|Q,| = m + i - l .

i-=l

Further, add both the graph G(m) disjoint with Dm(3m-.l) and the vertex x not
belonging to Dm{2m_^ u G(m). Finally, join x with every wco and similarly every w (0
with every vertex from Q, by an edge (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m). This completes the construction of G.
To find that G belongs to %>x we compare its vertex neighborhoods with each other.
Every w (0 has degree at least m + 1, thus Nx(x) 4- Nx{u(i)). The degree of every w (0
is at most 3m — 1. If we go through the vertices of Q max u R having degrees m + 1
to 3m — 1 inclusively we can see that each neighborhood has exactly one isolated
vertex while in each N1(w(0) we find at least m such vertices. Thus no Ni(w(0) is
isomorphic with the neighborhood of a vertex from <2max u R. There is a unique
vertex in Qmax u R having degree m. This vertex is of type Km_1uK1
but the
construction is invented in such a way that x is not of this type. Finally, it is obvious
that N!(w(0) 4- N!(w0)) for i 4= j and by Lemma 1 we can conclude that no two
vertices of Qmax u R have the same type.
(b) If (1) does not hold we take any graph of order m different from G(m) for which
we construct the ^-realisation of order g{m) = 3m2 + 1 as described above. Clearly
this graph is also a ^-realisation of Km_l u Kt.
•
If we slightly modify the above proof we can show that for a given m there exist
infinitely many values o(m) with the property mentioned in Theorem 1. Thus we could
seek the minimum value Qmin{m) if need be but the maximum value omax(m) does not
exist. For small m we have
ft»m(l) = 7 ,

(?min(2) = 6 ,

omin(3) = 7 .

If for every vertex v of a given graph G the neighborhood Ni(u) is connected then G
is called locally connected (see [2] and [15]). Now we will be concerned with the
following problem: Characterize all positive integers n for which there exists a graph
of order n belonging to ^^ It is already known that in ^x there is only one graph of
order six but it is not locally connected.
Theorem 2. For every integer n _ 7 there exists a locally connected graph Gn
of order n belonging to %>x.
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Sketch of proof. The cases n = 7 and n = 8 are depictured in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The complete proof by induction can be left to the reader. •

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

If for every vertex v of G the neighborhood N^v) is disconnected then G is said
to be locally disconnected. The problem of locally disconnected graphs in <^i is
left open here.

III. THE OUTERPLANARITY OF GRAPHS

In what follows we need the well-known concept of an outerplanar graph. A graph
G is outerplanar if G can be embedded in the plane so that there exists a region Qt
determined by the embedding of G whose boundary contains every vertex of G.
In [10] the class of all outerplanar graphs was denoted by s/t.
In an earlier paper [8] we showed that the number of all planar graphs belonging
to <€x is finite. The exact number of such graphs is not known but in [8] we proved
that for every integer n e [6, 26] there exists at least one planar graph of order n
belonging to (S1. Since an outerplanar graph is a very special case of a planar graph
we can expect that the cardinality of s/t n ^^ is much smaller than the cardinality
of the class of all planar graphs belonging to c6i. This will be shown in the next
theorem. Let us observe the structure of outerplanar graphs in detail before we
proceed to Theorem 3.
An outerplanar cyclic block B can be drawn in the plane as a convex n-gon together
with some diagonals without crossings. In this interpretation the vertices of B are
the vertices of the n-gon and the edges are its sides or diagonals. The next terminology
can be also borrowed from this model. A diagonal d is said to be isolated if there
exists no diagonal d! of B so that d and d' have no vertex in common. Let d0 separate
B into two polygons Mt and M 2 . If there is no diagonal of B inside of Mt (i = 1, 2)
then d0 is called outer. The brink of B is understood to be the set of all vertices of M{.
If B has no diagonals then the brink of B consists of all vertices of B.
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Theorem 3. There exist exactly four outerplanar
(see Fig. 3).

(

graphs G belonging to ^1

Proof. Let G e $tY n <gx. It is clear that G is not a tree. Further, it is obvious
that the brink of every cyclic block B belonging to s/t contains either two vertices
of type K2 (case a) or one vertex of type K2 and two vertices of type K2 (case ft) or
four vertices of type K2 (case y). Thus the graph G must have a cut vertex. For B
the case y cannot occur if B is a cyclic endblock of G. By considering the cases a and /?
we conclude that G may contain only one cyclic endblock B. Thus the second endblock
of G is acyclic.
The graph B can have at most one pair of vertices of the same type. Thus this pair
of isomorphic neighborhoods are either K2,K2 or K2,K2 and the corresponding
vertices are contained in a brink of B. If we go through all blocks of order at most
eight belonging to stft we find that in this area exactly four cyclic blocks Bt (l ^
^ i ^ 4 ) have one pair of vertices of the same type each. The block B± of order six
and the block B2 of order seven are pictured as cyclic blocks of four graphs in Fig. 3
while B3 of order seven and JB4 of order eight are shown in Fig. 4.

Ш

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

If B had at least nine vertices then it would contain at most two outer diagonals.
Let d(B) be the subgraph of B induced on the set of all diagonals of B. Clearly the
components of d(B) are trees with at least two edges each.
Let vt (i = 1, 2,...) be the vertices of degree 1 in d(B). In B the neighborhood
Ni(vt) cannot be isomorphic with K3, thus N^v,) is of type either K3 or Klt2 or Ki,2..
Obviously d(B) must be connected, thus d(B) is a tree with two or three vertices vt..
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Let us show that the following does not hold:
(2)

Nfa)

= K3 .

If vtu were an outer diagonal of B and if (2) held then there would exist at least
three vertices of type K2. If vtu were not outer then we would obtain two vertices
of type K2 not belonging to any brink and also a pair of vertices on a brink having
isomorphic vertices.
The two remaining types of neighborhoods Ni(v,) are Ki>2 and K12. Thus d{B)
must be a path Pm with vertices vx and v2 of degree one. Let us put
Nfa)

= Klt2 , Nt{v2)

sl.u.

Since B has at least nine vertices it must have at least four vertices of degree 4.
The neighborhoods of these vertices are either P3 or K2 u K2 or Ki>2 u Ku thus at
least two of them are of the same type. For this reason an endblock with at least
nine vertices cannot exist.
If B* were not an endblock of G then it would contain exactly two cut vertices
of G, say x and y. Let B* be cyclic. Since both K2 and K2 occur as vertex neighborhoods of each potential cyclic endblock Bt of G, the block B* must have exactly
two vertices of degree 2. These vertices are x and y. Let us choose an outer diagonal d
in B*. Clearly d cannot be isolated. The neighborhood of one end vertex of d would
be of type Ki2 but Klf2 also occurs in Bt. Hence B* cannot be cyclic.
The assumption that B* is acyclic also leads to a contradiction.
Thus G has exactly two blocks. To obtain G we add an acyclic block to Bx or B2
as shown in Fig. 3. Neither B3 nor BA (Fig. 4) lead to a graph G belonging to sd1 n ^
as can be verified by the reader. Q
Let v be a vertex of G. In [9] we also defined N2(v), the neighborhood of the
second type, as the subgraph of G induced by the set of all edges at distance 1 from v.
The neighborhoods of the second type were already discussed in [7] and [12].
In [10] the study of the neighborhoods N2(v) motivates the following generalization
of outerplanar graphs: A generalized outerplanar graph G is a planar graph which
can be embedded in the plane in such a way that at least one endvertex of each edge
lies on the boundary of the same face Q2. The class of all generalized outerplanar
graphs was denoted by s#2}) A necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to
belong to st2 was also found in [10]. Let s/$ stand again for the class of all planar
graphs.
In connection with Theorem 3 the following question occurs: how large is the
intersection si2 n ^ i ? This is the second question we leave here open.
One of known results on planar graphs says that every planar graph with at least
nine vertices has a nonplanar complement and nine is the smallest such number (see
*) A survey of some generalizations of outerplanar graphs can be found in Syslo [13].
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[4], Theorem 11.11). In [4] we find a similar result on graphs of the class s4\ which
reads as follows: Every outerplanar graph with at least seven vertices has a nonouterplanar complement and seven is the smallest such number ([4], Theorem 11.12).
The class s/2 enables us to formulate a statement which is stronger than the above
one. For proving this statement we need an auxiliary concept. A graph G e s/t
(i = 1,2,3) is said to be saturated if the following holds: By adding an edge e,
e $ -G(G), we obtain a graph not belonging to s/t.
Now we present the above mentioned improvement of Theorem 11.12 from [4].
Theorem 4. Let G be an outerplanar graph with at least seven vertices. Then G
does not belong to si2.
Proof. It is sufficient to modify the proof of Theorem 11.12 from [4] and realize
that each of four saturated outerplanar graphs on seven vertices has a complement
not belonging to stf2. Here one can use the characterization of graphs in $42
mentioned above.
•
A natural analogue is the following
Theorem 5. Let G be a generalized outerplanar graph with at least eight vertices.
Then G does not belong to stf3. There exists a graph G7 of order seven so that
G7 e sd2, G7 e srf2.
Proof. There exist exactly 19 saturated graphs on eight vertices belonging to s/2
and one can easily verify that each of them has a nonplanar complement. This
yields the first part of our statement. If we choose the graph from Fig. 5 for graph
G7 then we see that both G7 and G7 lie in st2.
•

Fig. 5

IV. A REMARK ON FORD CIRCLES

Our final remark concerns the following known result: There exists an infinite
graph G^ in which each N^v) is isomorphic with the two-way infinite path. This
statement is presented without proof in [5], and in [9] we described a construction
of G^. Now we show a connection between this problem and the so called Ford
circles.
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In 1938 L. R. Ford proposed the following ingenious and elementary representation of fractions (see [3]). Let hjk be a reduced fraction, i.e. (ft, k) = 1 with k > 0.
Let us plot hjk on a line, say the x-axis as in analytic geometry, and let us draw
a circle with radius l/(2k 2 ) centred at the point (ft/k, l/(2k 2 )). Such a circle tangent
to the x-axis at ft/k is called the Ford circle corresponding to the fraction ft/k. Let F
stand for the set of all Ford circles in the plane. It is known that the Ford circles
representing any two different (reduced) fractions cannot intersect. In the extreme
case they may be tangent. For a given Ford circle representing a fraction HjK there
exists an infinite number of circles from F which are tangent to it. These adjacent
circles can be arranged in two infinite sequences cuc2, c 3 , . . . and c _ , , c _ 2 , c _ 3 , . . .
in such a way that c{ and c, are tangent if and only if \i — j \ = 1. If K > 1 then ct
and c_! are tangent, too.
If in addition we put
T={(X,1)|XGR},

then V^Goo) can be defined by

V(Gj = Fu{T}
and two vertices are joint by an edge if and only if the corresponding two elements
from F u { T } , i.e. two Ford circles or one Ford circle and the line T, have an unempty
intersection. It is easy to see that each neighborhood N^v) in Gx is isomorphic with
a two-way infinite path.
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ЗоиЬгп
^Е8ТЁ О ЕОКАЕШСН V^А8ТNО8ТЕСН СКАРО
^Iк.( 8Е^^АСЕК

V ргео'спа.ге^кисп ргаскп ^зте 8е гаЪууаИ о!уёта гуру и.г!оуусп окоН, а1е V 1от:о б1апки
зе ^еста Ыаупё о ргуш'т ъ т е п . 1е-Н V ите1 §гаГи С, рак N^(V), окоН ргутпо -ури, ^е ро^егаГ
ёгаГи С та'икоуапу па т п о г т ё узесп ит\й зоизесНасп 8 иг1ет V. №ст* ^ }ъ гШа узесп §гаги С
гас1и азрой 2 1акоуусЬ, 2е Хао'пё с!уа иг;1у ъ С, гекпёте и а г, пепга)1 ^(и) а N2(г) 1готог.Гш.
Nе^р^Vе с!ока.щ|ете, 2е НЪоуо1пу ^га! 1ге рок1ас1а1 га иг1оуё окоН упоапёЬо ёгаГи ге гпбу <^1.
Т>аШ уёга пка, 2е рго кагае се1ё п ^ 7 ех1з1и)е 1ока1пё 8оиУ1з1у ^гаГ гасш л рагпс1 с1о < ^ 1 . ^е
хпато, 2е росе* гоутпусп §гагй раШсгсп. с1о <-^1 ^е копеёпу. 2с1е икахщете, 2е у < ^ 1 ех18(и,)]
ргауё сЧуН упёз§коуё гоутпё вгаГу. 8гис1шт и21оуусп окоН скипёпо 1ури паз у [10] уеаЧо ке гоЪеспёш Упёзг§коуё гоутпусп §гаги. ^ ш йокагщете, ге ка2сгу гоЬеспёпу Vпё^8коVё гоутпу
§гаГ гаёи азрой о з т т а пегоутпу котр1етеп1, р п с е т ! о з т ^е пеЗтепз! 1акоуё сЫо. Тепхо
ууз^дек гаража те.п уёгу 11.11 а 11.12 г кпту [4], рКсетг* зато 1уггет уё!у 11.12 зе а*а гезИй
и2Шт гоЪеспёпё упёззТсоуё гоутпозгь V гауёги Шпки икагщете уггап тег1 ггу. Рогс1оуугш
кгихшеепи а 1ока1пшн у1аз1позгт1 ёгаги.

Резюме
ЕЩЕ РАЗ О ЛОКАЛЬНЫХ СВОЙСТВАХ ГРАФОВ
Л ш 8Е^^АСЕК

В статье рассматриваются главным образом окрестности вершин в графах, приналежащие к первому из двух типов окрестностей введенных в предыдущих работах автора. Если
у—-вершина графа С, то N1(V), окрестность первого типа, определяется как подграф,индуциро
ванный на множестве всех вершин смежных с вершиной V. Пусть <&ь—-класс всех графов С
порядка ^ 2 таких, что ^(и) и ^ ( » ) не изоморфны для никаких двух вершин и 4= V графа С.
В статье сначала доказывается, что произвольный граф изоморфен окрестности ^(и) неко
торой вершины некоторого графа из класса <й'1. Следующий результат утверждает, что класс
<
^1 содержит локально связные графы любого порядка п ^ 7. Известно, что класс ^ содержит
лишь конечное число попарно неизоморфных плоских графов. В статье доказано, что с точ
ностью до изоморфизма 4>х содержит точно четыре внешнепланарные графы. В связи с изу
чением окрестностей второго типа в работе [10] были введены обобщенные внешнепланарные
графы. В настоящей статье доказано, что каждый обобщенный внепшепланарный граф
порядка ^ 8 обладает неплоским дополнением, причем 8—наименьшее такое число. Этот
результат дополняет теоремы 11.11 и 11.12 книги [4], причем утверждение теоремы 11.12
можно усилить при помощи обобщенной внепшепланарности. В заключении статьи рассма
тривается связь между т.н. окружностями Форда и локальными свойствами графов.
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